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New U–Pb ages for mafic dykes in the Northwestern region of the Ukrainian 
shield: coeval tholeiitic and jotunitic magmatism
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Abstract: The palaeoproterozoic Northwestern region of the Ukrainian shield hosts two compositional 
types of mafic dykes and associated magmatism that intruded at c. 1800–1760 Ma: (1) high-Ni dolerite 
dykes and layered intrusions of tholeiitic affinity and (2) high-Ti dolerite dykes of jotunitic affinity as-
sociated with anorthosite–mangerite–charnockite–granite (AMCG) suites. The jotunitic dykes represent 
initial melts for basic rocks of the Korosten AMCG plutonic complex, whereas tholeiitic dykes may 
reflect emplacement of a mantle plume and formation of a large igneous province (LIP). New U–Pb 
baddeleyite ages indicate that both compositional types can be coeval: the jotunitic Rudnya Bazarska 
dyke was emplaced at 1793 ± 3 Ma, and the Zamyslovychi tholeiitic dolerite dyke at 1789 ± 9 Ma. In 
our model, the mantle plume-derived tholeiitic melts (underplate) supplied heat required for melting of 
the mafic lower crust and the production of jotunitic melts. As formation of the jotunite melts requires 
pressures in the range 10–13 kbar, either a thickened crust is needed or the lower crust must be subducted, 
or downthrusted, into the mantle. Alternatively, emplacement and ponding of large volume of tholeiitic 
melts might cause delamination of the lower crust, its sinking into the mantle, and further fusion to pro-
duce jotunitic melts.
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Article

Introduction
The Northwestern domain of the Ukrainian shield is composed 
of two palaeoproterozoic orogenic belts that were formed at 
c. 2.15–2.05 Ga (Teteriv–Zhytomyr orogenic belt) and at c. 
2.0–1.95 Ga (Osnitsk–Mikashevychi igneous belt, OMIB). The 
Teteriv–Zhytomyr orogenic belt occurs as an accretionary prism 
composed of metapelitic sedimentary rocks, carbonate rocks and 
various metavolcanic rocks metamorphosed at amphibolite faci-
es and intruded by numerous granitic intrusions. In contrast, the 
OMIB developed as an active continental margin and is com-
posed of a bimodal volcano–plutonic association (Shumlyan-
skyy 2014). Both belts were intruded at 1800–1740 Ma by the 

anorogenic Korosten anorthosite–mangerite–charnockite–gran-
ite (AMCG) complex (Fig. 1). The causes of this last phase of 
magmatism (c. 1800–1740 Ma) are debated. An origin related to 
zones of extension produced during tectonic plate reorganiza-
tion (collision of Fennoscandia and Volgo–Sarmatia) has been 
proposed (Bogdanova et al. 2013; Cawood and Buchan 2007; 
Cawood et al. 2009). However, the dolerite dykes associated 
with this magmatism have similarities to other major swarms as-
sociated with large igneous provinces (LIPs) for which a plume 
origin is typically preferred (Ernst 2014 and references therein). 
Here, we use the dyke record of c. 1800–1740 Ma magmatism 
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Tholeiitic dolerites of the Northwestern region of the Ukrain-
ian shield were summarized by Shumlyanskyy et al. (2012) 
and Bogdanova et al. (2013). These rocks occur as numerous 
dykes and several layered intrusions confined to the major re-
gional fault zones. Dykes are variable in size, their width var-
ies from metres up to 500 m, lengths reach 12 km, and groups 
of dykes can be traced for 50 km and more (e.g. Tomashgorod 
dyke; Shumlyanskyy 2008). All dykes of this group, except one, 
are located outside of the KPC where they cut various country 
rocks, the youngest of which belongs to the OMIB. However, 
one tholeiitic dyke belonging to this group was recently discov-
ered in the Malyn quarry where it cuts granite of the KPC. This 
dyke shows that tholeiitic magmatism accompanied formation of 
the KPC or is later. Most of the tholeiitic dykes are Ni-enriched 
(>100 ppm Ni) and comprise olivine–pigeonite and pigeonite–
augite dolerites and gabbro. A low-Ni variety of dolerite is also 
known although it is less common. In their central parts, thick 
dykes often contain pods of pegmatitic dolerite enriched with 
felsic interstitial material that contains baddeleyite and zircon 
suitable for U–Pb dating.

The Prutivka intrusion is a typical representative of the 
Ni-enriched layered intrusions and occurs as an almost concord-
ant sheet-like dolerite body with a thickness varying from 110 to 
210 m and extending along strike for over 3 km. It dips gently 
(23–35°) towards the south-east and was traced by drill holes to 
a depth of up to 800 m. Syngenetic rock types of the Prutivka 
intrusion include plagioclase-bearing wehrlite, melatroctolite, 
troctolite, olivine gabbro, gabbro, quartz-bearing gabbro and 
gabbro-pegmatite. Three zones were recognized in a vertical sec-
tion of the Prutivka intrusion: (1) contact zone; (2) a basal zone 
composed of melagabbro and ultramafic rocks and (3) a thick 
main zone composed of fine- to medium-grained dolerite that 
alternates rhythmically with coarse-grained (pegmatoid) doler-
ites (Shumlyanskyy et al. 2012). The Prutivka intrusion hosts the 
only known (subeconomic) Ni-Cu-PGE sulphide deposit within 
the Ukrainian shield (Skobelev et al. 1991).

The Kamyanka massif is a >1000-m-layered intrusion that 
served, probably, as a shallow-seated magma chamber. It is dif-
ferentiated and composed of rocks varying in composition from 
peridotite in the bottom part to anorthosite in the upper portion 
of the intrusion. In the bottom part, it also contains low-grade 
disseminated Ni-Cu-PGE sulphide mineralization.

Ages of the Ni-bearing tholeiite rocks were reported by 
Shumlyanskyy et al. (2012) and Bogdanova et al. (2013) as fol-
lows: zircons from the Tomashgorod dyke pegmatite pod yielded 
a U–Pb age of 1787.4 ± 6.4 Ma, whereas baddeleyite dating of 
dolerite from the same dyke gave an age of 1790.7 ± 5.1 Ma. 
Pegmatitic dolerite of the Prutivka intrusion yielded a zircon age 
of 1777.0 ± 4.7 Ma, recently confirmed by U–Pb baddeleyite age 
of 1779.2 ± 6.9 Ma. Finally, the Kamyanka massif was dated by 
two zircon grains at c. 1.79 Ga.

In addition to tholeiite dykes variably enriched in Ni, the 
Northwestern region of the Ukrainian shield hosts several 
dykes of subalkaline olivine gabbro (Shumlyanskyy 1999), and 
a series of dykes and small intrusions of mafic and ultramafic 
alkaline rocks that belong to the Horodnytsya Complex (Tsym-
bal et al. 1997, 2008; Kryvdik et al. 2003). The geological rela-
tionships of these dykes with host rocks constrain their age as 
younger than ~2100 Ma. Ages of scarce zircons separated from 
these rocks were summarized by Tsymbal et al. (2014). Ages 
of individual grains vary from 2014 ± 15 to 2094 ± 8 Ma, both 

to provide constraints on the origin of this NW Ukrainian shield 
magmatic province.

Three mafic dyke generations were recognized in this area 
(Shumlyanskyy et al. 2012). The oldest generation (c. 2.0 Ga) rep-
resented by epidote facies metamorphosed dolerite is related to 
the OMIB and it was briefly described by Elming et al. (2010) and 
Shumlyanskyy (2014). Dykes of high-Ti dolerites (jotunites) that 
belong to the second generation are distributed in the vicinity of 
the Korosten AMCG complex and represent the initial lower crus-
tal melts of this complex. The third generation embraces a group 
of Ni-enriched dykes and layered intrusions of tholeiitic compo-
sition that were previously regarded either as feeders for a now 
completely eroded continental flood basalt sequence (Shumlyan-
skyy et al. 2002) or as products of crystallization of a mantle-de-
rived tholeiite melt developed in response to collision of two large 
crustal segments that comprise the East-European platform, i.e. 
Fennoscandian and Volgo–Sarmatian segments (Shumlyanskyy et 
al. 2012; Bogdanova et al. 2013). These dykes of tholeiite affinity 
of c. 1.8 Ga age occur throughout the whole of Sarmatia, including 
the Ukrainian shield (Bogdanova et al. 2013; Shumlyanskyy et al. 
2015) and the Voronezh crystalline massif. In the Ukrainian shield, 
in addition to typical tholeiites, there are also subalkaline mafic 
and ultramafic rocks, and kimberlites of the same age (Shumlyan-
skyy et al. 2015).

In this paper, we present geochronology for the second (jotu-
nitic) and third (tholeiitic) generations of dykes of the North-
western region of the Ukrainian shield and discuss their possible 
relationships, based on the new ages.

Geological setting
Dykes of jotunitic (high-Ti monzogabbroic) affinity cut rapa-
kivi-like granites and anorthosites of the northern and west-
ern parts of the Korosten AMCG plutonic complex (KPC), as 
well as country rocks. These dykes were never found in the 
south-eastern part of the KPC, or in the areas to the east or 
south of it (Fig. 1). The jotunitic dykes are abundant both 
within and outside the complex and occur up to several tens of 
kilometres away from its western border. The youngest country 
rocks known to be cut by jotunitic dykes belong to the Topiln-
ya Series that fills the Bilokorovychi basin (Shumlyanskyy et 
al. in press). Within the KPC, jotunitic dykes cut both felsic 
and basic rocks, but dominate within granites. Dykes are usu-
ally less than 10-m thick and up to few hundred metres long. 
There are two exceptions: the Zvizdal-Zalissya and the Rudn-
ya Bazarska dykes (Fig. 1) occur as wide (up to 1500 m) and 
long (up to 18 km), weakly differentiated, high-Ti monzonit-
ic dolerite bodies. The latter is a focus of U–Pb baddeleyite 
dating in this paper. In the Bondary quarry jotunites occur as 
a series of subhorizontal (sill-like) bodies up to 3–4-m thick 
that intrude rapakivi-like granites of the Korosten complex, and 
have clear glassy contacts against the host granites. Geochron-
ological data for the jotunitic dykes are still scarce. Amelin et 
al. (1994) and Verkhogliad (1995) have obtained a concordant 
age of 1760.7 ± 1.7 Ma for a plagioclase-porphyritic dolerite 
dyke that crops out nearby the Pugachivka village. A zircon 
age of 1799 ± 10 Ma was obtained for jotunitic dolerite of the 
Bilokorovychi dyke swarm (Shumlyanskyy and Mazur 2010). 
Finally, Lubnina et al. (2009) reported a U–Pb zircon age of 
1751 ± 12 Ma for the Bondary jotunite sill.
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Fig. 1. Schematic geological map of the Korosten plutonic complex showing location of the studied dykes. Dated intrusive bodies are indicated 
by numbers (1 and 2 were dated in this study): 1 – Rudnya Bazarska dyke (1793 Ma); 2 – Zamyslovychi dyke (1789 Ma); 3 – Pugachivka dyke 
(1761 Ma, Amelin et al. 1994; Verkhogliad 1995); 4 – Bilokorovychi dyke (1799 Ma, Shumlyanskyy and Mazur 2010); 5 – Bondary sill (1751 Ma, 
Lubnina et al. 2009); 6 – Kamyanka massif (c. 1790 Ma, Shumlyanskyy et al. 2012). The Prutivka-layered dolerite body (1777 Ma, Shumlyanskyy 
et al. 2012) and the Tomashgorod dyke (1790 Ma, Shumlyanskyy et al. 2012; Bogdanova et al. 2013), discussed in the text, are located outside of 
the map. In addition, undated Zvizdal–Zalissya (7) and Malin (8) dykes are also shown.
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imately 1200–1250 °C. 204Pb, 205Pb, 206Pb, 207Pb and 208Pb were meas-
ured in either static mode with Faraday Cups, or in peak-switching 
mode with a secondary electron multiplier amplifier. The tempera-
ture was then increased to approximately 1270–1320 °C to meas-
ure the intensities of 235U and 238U in peak-switching mode. An “in-
house” programme made by Per-Olof Persson (Swedish Museum 
of Natural History, Stockholm) with calculations following Ludwig 
(2012) was used for data handling. Details of sample preparation, 
mass spectrometry analysis and data reduction are given in Olsson 
et al. (this volume).

207Pb/206Pb dates of zircon from sample 6440 (Zamyslovychi 
dyke) were performed at Bristol University, UK. The data were 
acquired with a Thermo-Scientific Neptune multi-collector ICP-
MS coupled to a New Wave 193 nm ArF laser ablation sampling 
system operating at 4 Hz and using a 50-μm spot size over a 60 
s ablation period.

Results

Jotunitic dyke
Two of the three baddeleyite fractions analysed from the Rudnya 
Bazarska dyke (sample U8227) overlap and almost concordant 
within error (Table 1, Fig. 2). Free regression yields an upper in-
tercept age of 1793 ± 3 Ma with a lower intercept of 52 ± 720 Ma 
(MSWD < 0.1). The upper intercept age is interpreted to date the 
emplacement of this dyke.

Tholeiite dyke
The four baddeleyite fractions from the Zamyslovychi dyke de-
fine linear array in the U–Pb concordia diagram (Fig. 2; Table 
1). Regression yields an upper intercept of 1789 ± 9 Ma and a 
lower intercept of 926 ± 460 Ma (MSWD < 0.1). Fraction b plots 
concordant within error and its 207Pb/206Pb date is 1786 ± 4 Ma. 
This date is considered as a minimum age of dyke emplacement. 
The meaning of the lower intercept is not easy to explain, since 
no metamorphic event of this age has been reported from the 
Northwestern region of the Ukrainian shield. Nevertheless, we 
interpret the upper intercept age of 1789 ± 9 Ma as the best esti-
mate for crystallization of this dyke.

The weighted average 207Pb/206Pb age for zircon from the 
Zamyslovychi dyke calculated for all five measurements is 
2148 ± 27 Ma (Table 2). This age corresponds to the age of met-
amorphism of rocks of the Teteriv Series and migmatites of the 
Sheremetiv Complex (Tsymbal et al. 2014) that are abundant in 
the area, whereas the weighted average of εHf values at 2148 Ma 
calculated for the same spots is 1.4 ± 0.9 and also corresponds 
to the Hf isotope composition in the host granitoids (Shumlyan-
skyy, unpubl. data). These results suggest that the zircon grains 
are inherited from the host rocks.

Discussion
Recent studies (Shumlyanskyy et al. 2012; 2015; Bogdanova et 
al. 2013) have revealed a wide distribution of c. 1800–1750 Ma 
mantle-derived mafic and ultramafic magmatism within the whole 
Sarmatia crustal block. This magmatism resulted in formation of 
tholeiitic dolerite dykes (both high-Ni and low-Ni varieties) and 

within each intrusion and between different intrusions. These 
ages are close to the ages of granitic rocks throughout the area 
and the dates may reflect analyses of zircon xenocrysts from 
the country rocks. Hence, the youngest age, 2014 ± 15 Ma, is 
considered as the maximum age of the alkaline rocks of the 
Horodnytsya complex.

Sample descriptions

Jotunitic dyke
As discussed above, the Rudnya Bazarska dyke (sample U8227) 
is the second largest dyke associated with the KPC. It is 1000–
1500-m wide and up to 18-km long, and trends at ~040°. It is 
located in the north-eastern part of the KPC and cuts granites and 
migmatites of the Zhytomyr Complex (Fig. 1). The dyke does 
not crop out at surface. It is buried under Mesozoic and recent 
sediments in the south and the northernmost part of the dyke is 
covered by c. 1760 Ma old metavolcanics and metasediments 
of the Vilcha basin. Baddeleyite for U–Pb dating was separated 
from a dolerite sample from drill hole #1210 at a depth of 88 m.

Tholeiite dyke
The Zamyslovychi dyke (sample 6440) is a 5-km long and 500-m 
thick intrusion that dips at >80° northwards (Fig. 1). Host rocks 
are granitoids of unknown affinity that were thermally affected 
at their contacts with the dyke. The predominant rock in the dyke 
is olivine dolerite. Geochemically, this dolerite is similar to nu-
merous dykes and layered intrusions of tholeiitic affinity in the 
area, but differs from those due to low concentrations of Ni (20–
30 ppm) in spite of high MgO (7.3–9.5 wt. %). Both baddeley-
ite and zircon were found in most samples of the Zamyslovychi 
dyke taken from drill hole 6440 that reached about 300-m depth. 
Zircons observed in thin sections occur as inclusions in biotite 
as small (<200 μm) short-prismatic light-brownish crystals that 
do not show any significant signs of zonation. A large amount of 
zircon was found in olivine dolerite at a depth of 64.0–65.0 m. 
In thin sections, baddeleyite grains are associated with intersti-
tial orthoclase, biotite and calcite. Baddeleyite occurs as large 
(0.05 × 0.3–0.4 mm) dark-brownish crystals.

Methods
The zircon-bearing sample was initially processed at the Insti-
tute of Geochemistry, Mineralogy, and Ore Formation, Kyiv, 
Ukraine, employing conventional separation methods (water 
shaking table, heavy liquids and a magnetic separator). Zircon 
grains were handpicked from the heavy mineral fraction under a 
binocular microscope.

Samples U8227 (Rudnya Bazarska dyke) and 6440 (Zamys-
lovychi dyke) were processed at Lund University, Sweden, and bad-
deleyite was extracted using the Söderlund and Johansson (2002) 
method. The baddeleyite grains from both samples are of optically 
good quality. Fractions of 2–6 grains in each were analysed on a 
TRITON thermal ionisation multicollector mass spectrometer at the 
Swedish Museum of Natural History in Stockholm. The filaments 
were heated in a high vacuum in the mass spectrometer, and Pb iso-
topes were measured after heating to a temperature range of approx-
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together resemble an association typical of continental LIPs where 
the basaltic flows were completely eroded (Ernst 2014).

gabbroic-layered intrusions, dykes of subalkaline mafic rocks, al-
kaline and subalkaline ultramafic rocks and kimberlites, that taken 

Table 1. Results of U–Pb TIMS baddeleyite dating of rocks of the Rudnya Bazarska and Zamyslovychi dykes.

(1) Pbc = common Pb; Pbtot = total Pb (radiogenic + blank + initial).
(2) measured ratio, corrected for fractionation and spike.
(3) isotopic ratios corrected for fractionation (0.1% per amu for Pb), spike contribution, blank (0.5 pg Pb and 0.05 pg U) and initial common Pb. 
Initial common Pb corrected with isotopic compositions from the model of Stacey and Kramers (1975) at the age of the sample.

Isotope ratios Age, Ma

Analysis no. U/Th Pbc/Pbtot1) 206Pb/204Pb 207Pb/235U ± 2 σ, % 206Pb/238U ± 2 σ, % 207Pb/235U 206Pb/238U 207Pb/206Pb ± 2 σ Conc.

(# of grains) raw2) corr3)

U8227, Rudnya Bazarska dyke

1 (6 grains) n.a. 0.041 1402.6 4.8004 0.35 0.31766 0.32 1785.0 1778.3 1792.8 2.5 0.992

2 (5 grains) 49.7 0.021 2908.0 4.8049 0.30 0.31801 0.29 1785.8 1780.0 1792.5 1.7 0.993

3 (2 grains) 71.5 0.027 2353.3 4.9010 1.16 0.32424 1.08 1802.4 1810.4 1793.2 7.5 1.010

6440, Zamyslovychi dyke

a (2 grains) 43.0 0.033 1999.0 4.6324 1.05 0.31032 0.99 1755.1 1742.3 1770.4 6.4 0.984

b (3 grains) 52.8 0.045 1468.6 4.7941 0.68 0.31844 0.66 1783.9 1782.1 1785.9 3.9 0.998

c (2 grains) n.a. 0.057 1109.7 4.7585 `0.53 0.31647 0.50 1777.6 1772.5 1783.7 3.7 0.994

d (5 grains) 49.2 0.032 1908.5 4.7349 0.29 0.31548 0.24 1773.4 1767.6 1780.3 2.7 0.993

20
6 Pb

/23
8 U

207
Pb/

235
U

4.74 4.78 4.82 4.86 4.90 4.94 4.98

1800

0.314

0.318

0.322

0.326

0.330
U8227, Rudnya Bazarska dyke

Weighted average 
207Pb/206Pb:

1791 ± 2 Ma (2s)
MSWD = 1.9

1780

1790

1810

Upper intercept age: 1793 ± 3 Ma
Lower intercept age:  52 ± 720 Ma
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b

c
d

0.304
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0.320

0.324

4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9

6440, Zamyslovychi dyke

Upper intercept age: 1789 ± 9 Ma
Lower intercpet age: 926 ± 460 Ma

MSWD = 0.14

207Pb/206Pb
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1786 ± 4 Ma (2s)1750
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1780

1790

1800Baddeleyite Baddeleyite

Fig. 2. U–Pb isotope diagrams for dykes of the Northwestern region of the Ukrainian shield.

Table 2. Pb and Hf isotope compositions in zircons from the Zamyslovychi dyke (sample 6440).

Note: Initial 176Hf/177Hf ratios and εHf values are calculated at 2148 Ma for all crystals.

Crystal 207Pb/206Pb σ Age, Ma ± 1σ 176Lu/177Hf 176Yb/177Hf 176Hf/177Hf σ 176Hf/177Hf εHf ±2 σ T
(DM)

 Ma

1 0.12977 0.00056 2094.8 ± 7.5 0.000839 0.021232 0.281503 0.000029 0.281469 2.0 2.0 2435

2 0.13033 0.00102 2102.4 ± 13.8 0.000842 0.021852 0.281493 0.000017 0.281458 1.6 1.2 2449

3 0.14110 0.00403 2240.8 ± 49.3 0.000952 0.023100 0.281370 0.000063 0.281331 −2.9 4.5 2624

4 0.13534 0.00382 2168.5 ± 49.2 0.000862 0.021516 0.281482 0.000025 0.281446 1.2 1.8 2466

5 0.13274 0.00121 2134.5 ± 16.0 0.000689 0.017662 0.281382 0.000126 0.281353 −2.1 9.0 2590
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2011; Longhi et al. 1999; Longhi 2005), jotunite melts cannot be 
derived from more mafic melts by fractional crystallization even 
with possible involvement of crustal contamination, whereas 
partial melting of lower crustal mafic (gabbronoritic) rocks was 
suggested as a possible source for jotunitic melts. In our model, 
emplacement and ponding of the mantle-derived tholeiitic melts 
at a lower crustal level supplied heat required for melting of the 
mafic lower crust and production of the jotunitic melts. However, 
formation of jotunite melts requires pressures in the range 10–13 
kbar (40–50 km) (Longhi et al. 1999), i.e. either a thickened crust 
is required or the lower crust must be subducted or downthrusted 
into the mantle (Duchesne et al. 1999). Locally thickened crust 
might be a result of the previous orogenic event that took place 
~200 Myr prior to the formation of the KPC. Relicts of the sub-
ducted crust may also be present in the upper mantle.

Formation of the tholeiitic mantle-derived dykes and layered 
intrusions throughout Sarmatia and jotunitic dykes and related 
AMCG complexes coincides in time with oblique collision of 
Sarmatia and Fennoscandia. The collision has started at c. 1.83–
1.81 Ga and continued for the next ~100 Myr, causing rotation of 
Sarmatia, crustal extension and mantle disturbance (Bogdanova 
et al. 2006). These processes may have led to the abundant man-
tle melting and formation of the dykes and layered intrusions 
of tholeiitic affinity (Shumlyanskyy et al. 2012; Bogdanova et 
al. 2013). However, the association of the mantle-derived rocks 
throughout the Ukrainian shield (Shumlyanskyy et al. 2015) and 
the whole of Sarmatia that includes tholeiites, sub-alkaline gab-
bro, alkaline mafic and ultramafic rocks and kimberlites would 
be typical for a mantle-plume induced LIP (Ernst 2014). Addi-
tional arguments in favour of a plume/LIP model are presented in 
the companion paper (Shumlyanskyy et al. 2015).

Conclusions
The Northwestern region of the Ukrainian shield hosts numerous 
dykes and small-layered intrusions that were emplaced during 
the late palaeoproterozoic, c. 1800–1760 Ma (Table 3). These 
belong to two distinct geochemical series, i.e. tholeiitic and jotu-
nitic series. The new U–Pb baddeleyite ages, obtained for two 

In the Ukrainian shield rocks of this LIP affinity are very abun-
dant in the Northwestern and central (Ingul terrain) parts of the 
shield, where they are closely associated in time and space with the 
palaeoproterozoic Korosten and Korsun–Novomyrgorod AMCG 
plutonic complexes, respectively (Bogdanova et al. 2013; Shumly-
anskyy et al. 2015). Initial melts for basic rocks of these AMCG 
complexes were probably of high-Ti subalkaline (jotunitic) compo-
sition as can be concluded from their occurrence as chilled margins 
of gabbroic massifs in these complexes. Further evidence of the 
jotunitic nature of the initial melts includes identity of the isotope 
composition of jotunitic-chilled margins and of basic rocks of these 
AMCG complexes. A detailed discussion of these relationships is 
beyond the scope of this short communication.

Both types of dykes (tholeiitic and jotunitic) occur along the 
same major trans-crustal shear zones and their accompanying 
faults. In the Northwestern region of the Ukrainian shield the 
tholeiite dykes are very abundant outside of the Korosten plu-
tonic complex, whereas a single dyke (Malyn dyke) of tholeiitic 
affinity was revealed recently within the complex where it cuts 
the c. 1765 Ma granite. This indicates that tholeiite magmatism 
accompanied the Korosten plutonic complex during its forma-
tion. At the same time, jotunite dykes are common both outside 
and inside of the Korosten complex.

Geochemical and isotopic data indicate a moderately depleted 
mantle source for tholeiite magmatism of the Northwestern region 
of the Ukrainian shield (Shumlyanskyy et al. 2012; Bogdanova et al. 
2013). The melting most probably occurred at a relatively shallow 
depth in the spinel peridotite stability field. Tholeiite melts intruded 
into the crust and ponded at the mantle-crust boundary.

It has been demonstrated that the isotope composition of 
the Korosten AMCG complex basic rocks (Shumlyanskyy et al. 
2006), including jotunites, closely corresponds to the isotope 
composition of the Osnitsk–Mikashevychi rocks at the time of 
formation of the Korosten complex. In other words, the jotunitic 
melts, initial melts for the Korosten AMCG complex, could have 
been formed due to partial melting of the mafic lower crustal 
material formed during the Osnitsk orogeny.

Simultaneous formation of the tholeiite (mantle-derived) and 
jotunite (lower crustal-derived) melt was not accidental. As has 
been experimentally demonstrated (Vander Auwera et al. 1998, 

Table 3. Summary of the U–Pb zircon and baddeleyite ages of jotunitic dolerites and tholeiites of the Northwestern region of the Ukrainian shield.

Note: All data are results of zircon dating, unless stated otherwise; bd – baddeleyite.

# Sample Age, Ma Location Reference or method

Jotunitic dolerites

1 23/90 1760.7 ± 1.7 village Pugachivka, dyke Amelin et al. (1994); Verkhogliad (1995)

2 1025 1799 ± 10 Bilokorovychi dyke Shumlyanskyy and Mazur (2010)

3 U8227 1793 ± 3 (bd) Rudnya Bazarska dyke this study, TIMS

4 06-BG47 1751 ± 12 Bondary quarry, sill Lubnina et al. (2009)

Tholeiites

6 1787.4 ± 6.4 Tomashgorod dyke Shumlyanskyy et al. (2012)

1791 ± 5 (bd) Bogdanova et al. (2013)

7 268 1777.0 ± 4.7 Prutivka sill-like intrusion Shumlyanskyy et al. (2012)

8 3502 ⁄ 704 c. 1790 Kamyanka-layered massif Shumlyanskyy et al. (2012)

9 6440 1789 ± 9 (bd) Zamyslovychi dyke this study, TIMS
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dykes in this area, confirm the contemporaneous emplacement 
of tholeiitic and jotunitic melts: the jotunitic Rudnya Bazarska 
dyke was emplaced at 1793 ± 3 Ma, whereas the age of the Zam-
yslovychi dyke was defined as 1789 ± 9 Ma.

Dykes of jotunitic affinity represent initial melts for ba-
sic rocks of the Korosten plutonic complex, whereas tholeiitic 
rocks, together with other mantle-derived rocks, can be interpret-
ed in terms of emplacement of a mantle plume and formation of 
LIPs. Hence, our data allow suggestion of the existence of a di-
rect link between the emplacement of the mantle plume and the 
formation of the AMCG complex. An alternative explanation is 
formation of the mantle- and lower crustal-derived melts due to 
lithospheric destabilization that was caused by oblique collision 
of Fennoscandia and Volgo–Sarmatia at 1.83–1.80 Ga.

In our model, the tholeiitic melts (generated by a mantle 
plume or due to lithospheric destabilization) emplaced at lower 
crustal level (magmatic underplate) supplied heat required for 
melting of the mafic lower crust and production of the jotunit-
ic melts. As formation of the jotunite melts requires pressures 
in the range 10–13 kbar (40–50 km), either a thickened crust 
is needed or the lower crust must be subducted or downthrust-
ed into the mantle. Alternatively, emplacement and ponding of 
large volumes of tholeiitic melts might cause delamination of the 
lower crust, its sinking into the mantle, and further fusion during 
sinking to produce jotunitic melts.
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